UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA
MONTEGO BAY, 10 DECEMBER 1982

BENIN: DECLARATION UNDER ARTICLE 298

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

The above action was effected on 29 July 2021.

(Translation) (Original: French)

The Government of the Republic of Benin does not accept the procedures for the settlement of disputes provided for in Section 2 of Part XV of the Convention with respect to the categories of disputes referred to in article 298, paragraph 1 (a) of the Convention.

***

30 July 2021

1 Refer to depositary notification C.N.471.1997.TREATIES-10/7 of 24 February 1998 (Ratification: Benin).